Economic decisions can adapt to contexts. Choices can be quick and impulsive or slow and more 32 deliberative, depending on the temporal context. Choices can also depend on how we enact the 33 choice, in an action context. Where we decide to go for dinner may change if we can take a taxi 34 or need to walk.
Introduction
When we make economic decisions, we express subjective preferences. Forming preferences PMv=132, PFC=320). Consistent with known anatomical connections and functional 160 specializations, neural activity across the frontal cortex (SM, PMd, PMv) responded strongly 161 during the immediate and delayed reach tasks (Fig S3) while activity across the PFC most 162 strongly responded during the immediate and delayed saccade tasks (Fig S4) .
164
We used multivariate classification (Linear discriminant analysis -LDA) based on spiking activity 165 to track information about upcoming choices as well as the pending enaction of a choice. We 166 decoded trials based on the animals' upcoming movement choice (choice information, Fig. 3b ) 167 or the temporal context, i.e. whether a choice had to be enacted immediately (enaction 168 information, Fig. 3c ). Both types of decision related information were widely distributed and could 169 be decoded from nearly all anatomical subdivisions before overt behavior (Fig. 3b, c, Fig S3, S4) .
170
We generally observed that the classification performance for saccades compared to reaches 171 was lower (Fig. 3b,c) , except for PFC which showed more pronounced activity and more 172 information for saccades ( Fig. S4) .
174
A prominent feature during both reach and saccade choices was a brisk global increase in spiking 175 activity after the onset of the choice targets ( Fig. S3, S4) . This increase in activity was evident 176 across all cortical areas independent of spatial choice or temporal context. The choice information 177 exhibited similar early increases, even for delayed choices for which the enaction of a choice was 178 withheld for the delay. This pattern was particularly pronounced for PMd and was present for both 179 action contexts (Fig. 3b) . While choice information increased, neural activity also started to 180 diverge depending on whether or not a decision had to be enacted immediately ( Fig. 3c) . Neural 181 activity in PMd again robustly contained such enaction information, leading a cascade across 182 areas ( Fig. 3c, Fig. S3, S4) . Notably, PFC contained only little enaction information, again, 183 despite the slightly varying coverage between the two animals ( Fig. 3a) and the reach or saccade 184 context of the decisions (Fig. 3c) .
186
In sum, we observed distributed, dynamic and action context dependent representation of 187 decision related information. Neuronal ensembles tracked information about upcoming choices 188 along with an enaction signal supporting the flexible allocation of choices.
189
In the dynamic foraging task, rewards for each option change on each trial. The animal's choices 194 may have depended on how long it takes to compute the objectively optimal value for each option.
195
Information about the objectively optimal values may have been weak at the beginning of a trial, 196 built up slowly over time and have been strongest around the time of delayed choices, explaining 197 the revision of choices across temporal contexts. We next investigated the influence of the 198 objectively optimal values on the ensemble dynamics.
200
Objectively optimal values influence ensemble dynamics early 201 We pooled simultaneously recorded units into array-wide ensembles to capture the distributed 202 nature of decision related information (Fig S5a, b, Supplementary Results 
205
We predicted that a larger difference in the Kalman-inferred values between the two targets would 206 lead to better choice classification performance. Specifically, if the objective values were driving 207 the revision of the animals' choices over time, the correlation between single trial value differences 208 and classifier predictions should increase over the course of delayed choice trials. To test this 209 prediction, we regressed the single-trial value differences against single-trial classifier 210 probabilities obtained in 500ms windows centered at four intervals of interest during delayed 211 choice trials (Fig 4; Baseline, Commit, Pre-Go, Reaction Time). We defined the commit time point 212 as the local peak in classification performance within the first 500 ms during delayed choices, i.e. 213 when choice information started to separate depending on whether or not animals enacted a 214 choice. To avoid the confounding influence of choice signals, we performed the regressions 215 separately for ipsilateral and contralateral choices and then averaged the results (see Methods).
217
The Kalman-inferred values significantly influenced the classification of choices throughout the 218 delayed trials for both reaches and saccades (Fig 4, t-tests, p < 0.05, FDR corrected). Strikingly, 219 the regressions were significant already during the baseline intervals and remained at comparable 220 levels up to the movement period. This observation is in line with the idea that animals predicted 221 the value states of targets in real-time and encoded the optimal value states of the targets at the 222 start of the trial. Further in line with this observation is the finding that saccade choices exhibited 223 a more stable influence of the objective values throughout the trial (Fig 2, Fig S2) . Thus, the 224 process of learning and updating objectively optimal values was fast enough to guide the even 225 faster saccade behavior early on and in a stable way. These results do not support the view that immediate reach choices were suboptimal because information about the Kalman-inferred values 227 built up only slowly in the course of a trial.
229
Next to changes in objective value signals, choice revisions may result from a dynamic change in 230 other bias signals that together constitute the animals' subjective preference. Such bias signals 231 may act on pools of neurons that represent the choice options simultaneously and compete over 232 the mutually exclusive selection for choice 16 . We next investigated whether subjective preferences 233 were tracked through two circuits that represented the choice options.
235

Action circuits dynamically track subjective preferences 236
We split the neurons into two groups that encoded the two alternative movement directions and 237 assessed the evolution of their activity during the different choices ( 
240
In line with a competition over selection for enaction, the two pools of units exhibited dynamic 241 activity profiles of that reflected the animals' choice allocation and tracked their subjective 242 preferences. For reaches the pool of units encoding ipsilateral movements was enhanced early 243 during the trials during the baseline and up to the commit, agreeing with the ipsilateral behavioral 244 bias for immediate reaches (Fig 6) . For delayed reach choices, the two pools of neurons gradually 245 evolved toward a more balanced state reflecting the more balanced allocation of choices across 246 the two choice options.
248
For monkey J's saccade decisions, the activity profiles were more balanced from the beginning 249 of the trials, matching the choice behavior. The brisk increase of activity around the commit was 250 still slightly more pronounced for the ipsilateral pool of neurons, agreeing with a slight ipsilateral 251 choice bias for very fast immediate saccades (see Fig S2) . Similarly, early enhanced activity of 252 the pool encoding contralateral movements for monkey H's saccades matched a contralateral 253 choice bias.
255
Overall, context-dependent preferences of the animals were tracked through the activity of 256 competing circuits that represented the available choice options. In other words, the process of Fast and suboptimal and slow and more optimal decision making is a well described phenomenon 260 in behavioral economics and psychology [3] [4] [5] 7, 17 . An idea permeating many models of such decision 261 behavior is that dynamic changes in decision making are supported by a transition between 262 different decision systems. In principle, the choice revisions here may have resulted from a 263 transition between two decision systems over time. For example, between a suboptimal model-
264
free system that is biased and/or depends on heuristics and another computationally more 265 demanding model-based system. A prediction of such dual decision system models is that the 266 representational structure of choice across the neuronal ensembles should change over time. We 267 next investigated whether a change in the representational structure across the neuronal 268 ensembles may have been associated with the choice revisions from immediate to delayed 269 decisions with a cross-classification approach.
271
Context-dependent choices are not associated with a transition between decision systems 272
We trained classifiers on the ensemble activity at different times during immediate choice trials 273 and predicted delayed choices based on ensemble activity at different times during delayed 274 choice trials. We hyothesized that a transition between decision systems should lead to a 275 difference in the ability to predict delayed choices based on immediate choices.
277
We found significant cross-classification performance between immediate and delayed choices 278 that was changing over time (Fig S9, p<0 .05, permutation tests, FDR corrected). Cross-279 classification ramped up during the baseline period to peak at the commit time point and reaction 280 time periods. In order to assess whether such changes in cross-classification reflect a change in 281 the underlying choice representations, the dynamic changes in classification performance within 282 the immediate and delayed trials need to be accounted for (signal-to-noise ratio). The pattern of representation, present just after the baseline, to a later dissimilar one towards choice execution 296 (Fig 6a, b) . This change in representation is in line with the idea of transition from deliberation to 297 enaction. Furthermore, after a choice has been withheld at the commit time point during delayed 298 trials, the representational structure regained similarity with earlier activity. These observations 299 suggest that the neural activity reverted to earlier states during the delay. Importantly, we did not 300 observe significant dissimilar representation when comparing the time after the commit for DR 301 and before the commit for IR. That is, there was no evidence for a change in the representational 302 structure between IR and DR, providing evidence against a transition between decision systems 303 for the revised choices. Instead, IR and DR choices were represented similarly across the 304 recorded ensembles. We repeated the analyses for predicting immediate choices when training 305 on delayed choices and found highly similar patterns (Fig S9) 
307
An observation of note is that monkey J's saccade choices that were associated with the most 308 stable and most strongly objective value driven decision behavior (Fig S2, Table S1 ) were 309 associated with the most widespread and robust pattern of cross-classification similarity between 310 immediate and delayed choices (Fig 6b) . Such stable and robust cross-classification may thus 311 be a signature of a highly stable deliberation process. Along the same lines, the reach cross-312 classification of both monkeys as well as the saccade cross-classification of monkey H was less 313 pronounced. Accordingly, the behavior of all these were best modelled containing inversions of 314 reaction time dependent biases (Fig S1, S2 , Table S1 ), suggesting the presence of more complex 315 dynamics with sensorimotor processes contributing to the decisions. 
321
We find that action circuits multiplex decision signals that reflect a subjective deliberation over 
353
Along the same lines, we found that the suboptimal immediate and more optimal delayed reach 354 choices were not associated with a change in the representational structure across the neural 355 ensembles. Such a change in choice substrate for the qualitatively different decisions would have 356 been in line with theories that assume multiple decision systems to underlie the dynamic control 357 of behavior [3] [4] [5] 7, 17, 26 . Our results instead suggest that the frontal ensembles contained a more 358 unitary substrate to support the different choices, similar to findings that show a surprising overlap 359 in striatal substrates for behaviorally dissociable types of decision making 27 . However, our findings 360 do not exclude the possibility that the frontal ensembles here constitute a point of convergence of separate decision systems for the immediate and delayed reach decisions that extend across 362 other parts of the brain.
364
The observation that the objective values influenced the ensemble dynamics similarly throughout 365 the trials suggests that factors that are intrinsic to reaching were dynamically adapted over the 366 course of delayed trials to drive differences in decision making. Although the exact nature of these 367 intrinsic bias signals remains unclear, one parsimonious explanation is that the animals 368 dynamically discounted action costs during delayed reach trials to countermand the ipsilateral 375 related signals such as the anterior cingulate cortex 28 to dynamically control subjective action 376 variables. Importantly, the idea that the frontal ensembles tracked multifaceted preferences in 377 real-time suggests that these circuits are a formidable substrate to support choices that quickly 378 adapt to different decision contexts.
379
In sum, temporal and action contexts strongly impacted the way that non-human primates made 
425
During the neural recordings signals were amplified, low-pass filtered at 6 kHz and digitized at 30 426 kHz using 16 bit resolution with the lowest significant bit equal to 0.1µV (NSpike NDAQ System, implanted ground screws at centimeter distances from the drives that were in contact with the 430 dura mater.
432
From the raw signals we obtained multi-unit activity offline by high-pass filtering the data at 300 433 Hz and thresholding with a median-based robust threshold estimate of 3.5 standard deviations 434 below signal mean. Single unit activity was obtained by performing principal component analysis 435 on the multi-unit spike waveforms, following by over-clustering of the first three dimensions by k-436 means and cluster merging through visual inspection using custom code written in MATLAB (The
437
Mathworks, USA). Unit clusters were tracked in successive 100s data windows to account for 438 non-stationarity in the recordings. All multi and single unit activity was visually inspected based 439 on activity profiles during the tasks and only entered into the data base for the analyses presented 440 here when neural responses and stability of the recordings was observed.
442
Behavioral tasks 443 Animals were trained to perform movement tasks involving reaching while maintaining fixation as 444 well as making saccades while maintaining central touch on a touch screen. On every recording 445 day, animals first performed variable amounts of simple delayed center-out movements to single 446 targets arranged on a circle at a radial distance of 10 degree visual angle. This data is not further 447 discussed here. After the center-out movement tasks the animals performed the dynamic foraging 448 task as detailed in the main text (Fig 1a) . The choice targets were located at an eccentricity of 10 449 degree visual angle and were always located on a horizontal axis. Animals had to maintain touch 450 and/or fixation within 2 degree visual angle of all targets for correct task performance. Upon 451 arriving at the target of choice, animals had to hold their gaze or touch at the location for at least 452 300 ms before fluid rewards were delivered. Successive trials were interrupted by a randomized 453 inter trial interval of 800 -1300 ms. Three isoluminant colors were used to instruct the animals 454 about movements. The central target was yellow signaling the animals to acquire touch as well 455 as fixation. The eccentric movement targets were either green or red signaling the animals that 456 either reach and fixate or saccade and touch movements were required respectively. As a go cue 457 the central target dimmed into a darker gray that for clear visibility was less luminant than the 458 colors used for instructing the movements. The reach and saccade conditions alternated in longer 459 blocks of random length on every day (Monkey J: Reaches, mean 102 trials, SD 86 trials;
animals performed at least one block of reaches and one block of saccades per recording session.
464
Overall monkey J performed the task on 62 neural recording sessions for a total of 157 reach and 465 148 saccade blocks and a total of 34994 trials. Monkey H performed the task on 45 neural 466 recording sessions for a total of 109 reach and 102 saccade blocks and a total of 36949 trials.
467
Monkey J reached with the left arm and neural recordings were made in the right hemisphere.
468
Monkey H reached with the right arm and neural recordings were made in the left hemisphere. where the decay parameter l was 0.9836, the decay center q was 310 ms and the zero mean 483 Gaussian diffusion noise v had a standard deviation of sn = 11.16 ms.
484
We generated 24 pairs of reward drifts for the choice task. In order to coarsely balance the 485 statistics of the drifts across reaches and saccades as well as the two target locations, we 486 replayed the drifts after several days. We either replayed the same drifts for days on which the 487 animals started out with saccades and had sampled the drift starting with reaches already (or vice 488 versa), or we switched the association of spatial movement target and drift.
490
To objectively predict value states of the movement targets we used a Kalman filter to track the 491 reward drifts. If movement target m was chosen the predicted mean of the drift was updated 492 according to:
Where dt is the prediction error given as the difference between received reward rt and its 497 prediction µ !,# 034 and kt is the learning rate: We used the predicted means from this tracking process as the objectively optimal value state 511 predictions on any given trial. Where C represents the choices, VD the difference in objective values at the two targets and T 519 the behavioral timing on any given trial. We compared the models using the Akaike information 520 criterion (AIC) and interpreted AIC differences of 10 as strong evidence for a better fit to the data 29 .
521
We chose the best models for behavior (see Fig S1, S2) based on the AIC as well as the 522 observation that all regressors of the models were a significant (p < 0.05, see Table S1 ). We 523 combined trials across recordings sessions to obtain the model fits.
We used Linear Discriminant Analysis to classify trials according to movement conditions based 527 on the spiking activity of simultaneously recorded units in frontal cortex 30 . We made binary 528 classifications of the trials either based on the direction of the movements that animals made 529 (ipsilateral vs. contralateral) or the temporal condition of the movements (immediate vs. delayed).
530
We refer to these classification performances as choice and enaction information, respectively.
531
Choice information was computed separately for immediate and delayed trials and all trials were (Fig 3, S3, S4, 5, S6, S7) . For all multivariate analyses pooling units into array-wide 538 ensembles (Fig 4, 6, S8, S9) we only included ensembles with at least 10 units from which at 539 least 1 unit was present in each anatomical subdivision (see Fig S5 a, b) . We excluded units from as the difference in true positive and false positive rates of the classifiers to account for eventual 547 differences in trial numbers between the conditions. To test for significant classification 548 performance, we performed random permutation tests. We obtained resample distributions of 549 classification performances under the null hypothesis by randomly flipping the sign of the 550 classification performances of individual ensembles 10,000 times. We then used these resample 551 distributions to non-parametrically compute p-values. Where appropriate we corrected for multiple 552 comparisons by controlling the false discovery rate 31 .
553
We estimated the latencies of the enaction information as the timepoint at which the information 554 reached half maximum within 200 -400 ms after target onset. We only estimated latencies for an 555 anatomical subdivision if significant classification performance was present. We obtained 556 confidence estimates of the latencies by bootstrapping.
overlapping time points of interest during delayed choice trials. We defined the baseline time-561 point as 250 ms before the target onset, the commit time-point as the local peak in classification 562 performance within the first 500 ms during delayed choices (i.e. animal and movement specific), 563 the pre-go time point as 250 ms before the go cue on delayed choices and the reaction time time-564 point as the median reaction time on delayed choices (i.e. animal and movement specific). We 565 regressed the value differences between the two targets and the classification probabilities 566 separately for ipsilateral and contralateral movements using Pearson correlations. To assess the 567 significance of the regressions we performed random permutation tests by shuffling the trial 568 association of value differences and classifier probabilities 10,000 times. We then squared the 569 regression coefficients as well as the resample distribution and non-parametrically converted the 570 data to the corresponding z-scores and averaged the z-scores for each ensemble across 571 ipsilateral and contralateral movements. We then tested whether the average z-scores across 572 ensembles were significantly positive using t-tests.
573
For the cross-classification analyses the classifiers were trained separately on either all 574 immediate choice or all delayed choice trials to predict either delayed or immediate choices, 575 respectively. We obtained corrected cross-classification performance by subtracting the product 576 of the classification performance on delayed and immediate choices for each specific time-point 577 combination of every classification. We assessed significance of the cross-classification 578 performances with permutation tests as described for the within condition classifications above.
579
To assess the dynamics of how action plans are represented across the frontal cortical ensembles 580 we split all neurons into two pools encoding choices towards the ipsilateral or contralateral side, 581 respectively. For this analysis we selected all units that exhibited a significant firing rate difference 582 between ipsilateral and contralateral choices within a 500ms time window before the reaction 583 time. After that we split neurons into pools encoding for the ipsilateral and contralateral movement To assess how choices were revised in real-time, we modeled the temporal evolution of choice 28 computations from target presentation to the movement choice (Fig S1, S2) . The best fitting IR 29 model suffered a significant spatial bias (p < 0.05, Table S1 , Fig. S1 a, b, bottom row) . In 30 addition, the way that the animals allocated their IR choices also depended on behavioral timing 31 (p < 0.05, Table S1 , Fig. S1 a,b) As reaction times got longer the animals allocated their IR 32 choices more evenly across the two movement targets. In other words, fast reaches exhibited the 33 strongest ipsilateral bias while slower reaches sampled the targets more evenly.
35
The DR exhibited a pattern in which the animals allocated their choices in a more balanced way.
36
As a result, the animals recovered hits on the contralateral side bringing them up to comparable 37 levels with the ipsilateral side (Fig 2 a, Fig. S1 c, d) . Strikingly, the timing parameters (reaction 38 time, elapsed time) influenced the allocation of choices in an opposite pattern between IR and 39 DR. That is, the fastest DR reaction times were associated with a contralateral bias that then 40 disappeared for longer reaction times. This effect manifested in opposite signs of the model 41 weights for the reaction time regressors (Table S1 ).
43
Overall, animals made qualitatively different reach decisions depending on the temporal context.
44
While IR were suboptimal and biased, choices became gradually more evenly distributed across 45 the two movement options, achieving an objectively more optimal income for DR. Strikingly, the 46 transition from early suboptimal, to later more optimal choices was associated with an inversion 47 of a bias that depended on behavioral timing. Thus, the animals dynamically changed their 48 preferences towards a greater impact of objectively optimal values during DR and this change 49 was linked to dynamics in sensorimotor circuits.
51
The animals engaged in the identical task also with saccades. Saccades are fast and energetically 52 less costly. We predicted that the different dynamics of the oculomotor system may lead to a 53 different pattern of decision making under otherwise identical conditions. Specifically, for 54 saccades the decisions should be less influenced by particular actions themselves and reflect a 55 selection process more closely tied to the objective values of the targets. In line with this targets and then further increased for immediate choices or slightly dipped and then plateaued 93 for delayed choices. The enaction information also exhibited comparable dynamics and increased 94 sharply at about the time when choice information started to diverge between immediate and 95 delayed choices. 
120
All error bars depict 95% confidence intervals. The best models were chosen according to a 121 nested model selection (see Table S1 ) and the contributing parameters are shown above the 122 model prediction plots. a, value difference; b, timing; g, multiplicative interaction of the value 123 difference and the timing; l, constant term. b) Same as a but for monkey H. c) Foraging success 124 of monkey J during reach choices. The hit rate is the probability of the animal choosing the 125 objectively higher valued target. Hit rate is shown for the value and timing factors as well as other 
